
EXTREME TOUR
I DAY

09:00 Departure from Тbilisi

10:00 – 12:00-rafting on a river Aragvi (duration 1:30), Distsnce 15km;

Overnight in SHATILI a historic highland village in Georgia, near the border with Chechnya.(Russian Federation); Located in

the deep Arghuni gorge at approximate 1,400 meters, the village is actually a unique complex of medieval-to-early modern

fortresses and fortified dwellings of stone and mortar which functioned both as a residential area and a fortress guarding the

northeastern outskirts of the country. Whole day by Jeeps;



II DAY

HIGHLIGHTS:

ABUDELAURI LAKES -Roshka, village from where the trekking starts. Foot path is not very hard, it's just a long way
( 2 hours of trekking ). You will see a wonderful lakes - you will forget, that you spent 5 hours to get to the point!

One lake is grass Green and it called Green lake abudelauri. The other one is Blue lake Abudelauri - fairytale . Ther
third one a little hard to get to. The White lake Abudelauri. It's 1 hour more trekking time from these 2 lakes, but it
worth it ! Overnight in the most comfortable mountain camping in Georgia; (in Tchaukhi)



III DAY

HIGHLIGHTS
JUTA –Juta is one of the highest year-round habited places. With only 10 families (or 18 peoples) surrounded by alpine 
terrain, it sounded as a great place.

KHAZBEGI – This is most people’s destination on the Georgian Military Highway: a valley town at about 1750m altitude, just 
15km short of the Russian border, with the famous hilltop silhouette of (21) Tsminda Sameba Church and the snowy peak of 
Mt Kazbek towering to the west. Now officially named Stepantsminda, but still commonly known as Kazbegi. (Going to 
Khazbegi by minibus)



HILIGHTS:
DARIALI GORGE- is the gorge on the border between Russia and Georgia. The Darial Pass was historically important as one of 
only two crossing of the Caucasus mountain range, the other being the Derbent Pass, and has been long fortified — at least 
since 150 BC.
GVELETI WATERFALL
VILLAGE SNO - little village, with remains of fortified tower; Climbing on cliff with the help of instructor; (extra fee)
In case of wish we can stay two more days in Khazbegi and will climb over the mount Khazbeg (It is the third highest mountain 
in Georgia -5,047m)
TRUSO GORGE - Length of this gorge is 25 km. The gorge, where factually there are no trees, is the most picturesque and unique 
by its geological structure. It is built by strongly folded layers of Low and Middle Jurassic shale-sand pebbles and by Upper 
Jurassic carbonate series. Truso gorge is also rich in hydro carbonate mineral waters and one can observe traces of these mineral 
waters along the whole gorge. Therefore banks of the river Tergi are of various coloring. 

Overnight in GUDAURI

IV DAY



V DAY
Paragliding in Gudauri; Arrival in Tbilisi; On the road we can see:
ANANURI COMPLEX - fortified ensemble dating from the 17th century is located on the left bank 
of the Aragvi River, along the famous original Georgian Military Highway, near Zhinvali water
reservoir.. The fortress is on the UNESCO Tentative list
MTSKHETA- One of the oldest cities of Georgia. It was capital of the early Georgian Kingdom
of Iberia during the 3rd century BC – 5th century AD. Mtskheta still remains the headquarters
of the Georgian Orthodox Church and for Georgians it’s the second Jerusalem. Due to
its historical significance and several cultural monuments, the "Historical Monuments
of Mtskheta" became a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1994.
In the evening Turtle lake – by bicycles;



Price for 12persons – 580$
Price includes: 

• Food: AL

• Guide, Rafting, Paragliding;

Additional Information: Tour can be changed according to clines will; We can add trips by motorbike, Polaris, 
Quad, etc. Every tour can be adjusted to your demands;

• Overnights: (1) Shatili – Guest house
(1) Tchaukhi (zeta camp)
(1)Khazbegi
(1)Gudauri
(1)Tbilisi

• Transportation: Jeeps for two days;
mini  bus for 2days
one day by foot


